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What is happening on the Bothell STEM4 Project:

The site has changed dramatically over the last month with the availability of concrete.
Both Levels of Slab on Grade have been placed, and the 2nd Elevated Deck is scheduled to be placed prior to the Memorial Day Holiday.

Placement of Level 1 East Elevated Deck May 17th:

Restoration of the Food Forest is underway. Four of the fruit trees removed last year to allow for installation of utilities have been replanted. The rock compass has been reinstalled in its original configuration. The project team is planning to have the Food Forest planted and turned back over to the campus in June.

Food Forest & Rock Compass Restoration:

This Community Bulletin is intended to serve as an update for upcoming work related to the Bothell STEM 4 project, as well as a means of notifying our campus community of any significant events that may impact the sidewalks and streets surrounding the project.
Structure Progress May 23rd – Forming of Level 2 Zone 2 Elevated Deck

Structure is scheduled to top out with the roof placing mid-summer, which will allow for all the re-shores to be removed. This kicks off the placement of all the exterior concrete foundation walls below grade on the North, East, and South sides of the building. Once foundation walls are completed, the building skin will get underway, closely followed by interior construction.